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Leadership By Example:
“Some Protesters Have Taken To
Throwing Politicians, Particularly
Those Connected With Mr.
Yanukovych, Into Trash Cans”
[Ukraine]
Oct. 14, 2014 By Nick Shchetko, Wall Street Journal [Excerpts]
Demonstrations have grown in Ukraine in recent weeks amid widespread anger at
perceived state corruption and incompetence. Many voters are unhappy with the slow
pace of change after street protests led to the ouster of former President Viktor
Yanukovych in February.
Some protesters have taken to throwing politicians, particularly those connected with Mr.
Yanukovych, into trash cans.
On Tuesday, many protesters waved party flags, but a few dozen threw smoke bombs
and other objects at the police, smashing some windows. Officers mostly took up
defensive positions, but fought back with batons when attacked.

ACTION REPORTS

“All Troops Don’t Patrol Under The
Same Instructions”
[Outreach To New York National Guard]
From: Alan S, Military Resistance
To: Military Resistance Newsletter
Sent: October 08, 2014
Subject: Outreach To New York National Guard
A soldier at one of the commuter terminals, who knew me, said he was no longer able to
accept any material from us since the recent crisis in the Middle East has caused more
concern and troops were being told not to accept anything at all.

Frankly, I was dubious about this since I sensed he just didn’t want any more material
(this was the second time I met him). Later on that was confirmed.
An encounter at another terminal disproved the first soldier’s comment, as I was able to
distribute 5 MR Newsletters, 5 DVDs of “Authority & Expectations”
[www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyfkLubnyBw]
and 3 copies of our poll on the Ferguson uprisings and how the troops might feel about
only white, male soldiers being deployed there.
One of the soldiers was quite glad to see me since he’d taken material from me before.
He was especially grateful for having received a copy of “Sir! No Sir!” and was happy to
receive our other DVD mentioned above.
Also, he promised to respond (via our e-mail address) to the poll and would encourage
others to do so as well.
He was especially delighted to take a copy of “Soldiers in Revolt” I gave him.
Evidently all troops don’t patrol under the same instructions.

MORE:

ACTION REPORTS WANTED:
FROM YOU!
An effective way to encourage others to support members of the armed forces
organizing to resist the Imperial war is to report what you do.
If you’ve carried out organized contact with troops on active duty, at base gates,
airports, or anywhere else, send a report in to Military Resistance for the Action
Reports section.
Same for contact with National Guard and/or Reserve components.
They don’t have to be long. Just clear, and direct action reports about what work
was done and how.
If there were favorable responses, say so.
If there were unfavorable responses or problems, don’t leave them out. Reporting
what went wrong and/or got screwed up is especially important, so that others
may learn from you what to expect, and how to avoid similar problems if possible.
If you are not planning or engaging in outreach to the troops, you have nothing to
report.

NOTE WELL:

Do not make public any information that could compromise the work.
Identifying information – locations, personnel – will be omitted from the reports.
Whether you are serving in the armed forces or not, do not identify members of
the armed forces organizing to stop the wars.
If accidentally included, that information will not be published.
The sole exception: occasions when a member of the armed services explicitly
directs identifying information be published in reporting on the action.

MORE:

The Military Resistance Organization:
Military Resistance Mission Statement:
1. The mission of Military Resistance is to bring together in one organization
members of the armed forces and civilians in order to give aid and comfort to
members of the armed forces who are organizing to end the war of empire in
Afghanistan. The long term objective is to assist in eliminating all wars of empire
by eliminating all empires.

2. Military Resistance does not advocate individual disobedience to orders or
desertion from the armed forces. The most effective resistance is organized by
members of the armed forces working together.
However, Military Resistance respects and will assist in the defense of troops who
see individual desertion or refusal of orders as the only course of action open to
them for reasons of conscience.

3. Military Resistance stands for the immediate, unconditional withdrawal of all
U.S. and other occupation troops from Afghanistan.
Occupied nations have the right to independence and the right to resist Imperial
invasion and occupation by force of arms.

4. Efforts to increase democratic rights in every society, organization, movement,
and within the armed forces itself will receive encouragement and support.
Members of the armed forces, whether those of the United States or any other
nation, have the right and duty to act against dictatorships commanding their
services, and to assist civilian movements against dictatorship.

This applies whether a political dictatorship is imposed by force of arms or a
political dictatorship is imposed by those in command of the resources of society
using their wealth to purchase the political leadership.

5. Military Resistance uses organizational democracy.
This means control of the organization by the membership, through elected
delegates to any coordinating bodies that may be formed, whether at local,
regional, or national levels.
Any member may run for any job in the organization. All persons elected are
subject to immediate recall, by majority vote of the membership.
Coordinating bodies report their actions, decisions and votes to the membership
who elected them, and may be overruled by a majority of the membership.

6. It is not necessary for Military Resistance to be in political agreement with
other organizations in order to work together towards specific common
objectives.
It is productive for organizations working together on common projects to discuss
differences about the best way forward for the movement.
Debate is necessary to arrive at the best course of action.

Membership Requirements:
7. It is a condition of membership that each member prioritize and participate in
organized action to reach out to active duty armed forces, Reserve and/or National
Guard units.
8. Military Resistance or individual members may choose to support candidates
for elective office who are for immediate withdrawal from Afghanistan, but do not
support a candidate opposed to immediate, unconditional withdrawal.
9. Members may not be active duty or drilling reserve commissioned officers, or
employed in any capacity by any police or intelligence agency, local, state, or
national.
10. I understand and am in agreement with the above statement. I pledge to
defend my brothers and sisters, and the democratic rights of the citizens of the
United States, against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
----------------------------(Signed
(Date)

----------------------------- (Application taken by)
Military Resistance: Contact@militaryproject.org
Box 126, 2576 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10025-5657

MORE

You Can Take Action That Makes
A Difference:
Join The Military Resistance
Organization:
MILITARY RESISTANCE MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION
Name (please print): __________________________
Armed Forces? (Branch) ____________
Veteran? Years: ____________
Union: ____________________
Occupation: _________________________________________
Mailing address: ______________________________________
E-Mail:_____________________________
Phone (Landline):_______________________________________
Phone (Cell):___________________________________________
$ dues paid _________________________
(See next: Calendar year basis.)
Armed Forces Members
Civilians
Students/Unemployed
Civilian/Military Prisoners

Comments:

@
@
@
@

Dues waived
$25
$10
Dues Waived

NOTE: Civilian applicants will be interviewed, in person if possible, or by phone.
Military Resistance: Contact@militaryproject.org
Box 126, 2576 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10025-5657

MORE

“People Need Not Be Helpless
Before The Power Of Illegitimate
Authority”
MILITARY RESISTANCE:
Box 126, 2576 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10025-5657
Contact@militaryproject.org
[Based on a statement by David Cortright, Vietnam Veteran and armed forces resistance
organizer.]
In the final analysis the stationing of American forces abroad serves not the
national interest but the class interest of the corporate and political elite.
The maintenance of a massive, interventionist-oriented military establishment is
based on the need to protect multinational investment and preserve regimes
friendly to American capital.
Imperialism is at the heart of the national-security system and is the force
fundamentally responsible for the counterrevolutionary, repressive aims of U.S.
policy.
Only if we confront this reality and challenge it throughout society and within the
ranks can we restore democratic control of the military.
Of course nothing can be accomplished without citizen involvement and active
political struggle.
During the Vietnam era enlisted servicemen created massive pressures for
change, despite severe repression, and significantly altered the course of the war
and subsequent military policy.
To sustain and strengthen this challenge we must continue to build political
opposition to interventionism and support those within the armed services,
including national guard and reserves, who defy the goals and program of Empire.

The central lesson of the GI movement is that people need not be helpless before
the power of illegitimate authority, that by getting together and acting upon their
convictions people can change society and, in effect, make their own history.
The Military Project
Military Resistance: Contact@militaryproject.org
Box 126, 2576 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10025-5657

MILITARY NEWS

Soldiers’ Graves:
“Information About Regular
Russian Troops In Ukraine Has
Come From Soldiers
Themselves As Well As About
The Deaths Of Comrades
Fighting There”
“There Is An Unspoken Order To
Deny Losses And Hide Graves”
“They Are Ready To Go To War But
Secret Funerals Humiliate Them”
“‘Many Of Those Funerals Have Been
Held Either At Dawn Or Early In The
Morning So That Only Few Would See

Them,’ Adding Shame To The Grief And
Heartbreak Of Military Families”

The grave of Sgt. Vladislav A. Barakov, a soldier sent to fight in Ukraine, states the day
he died, Aug. 24, but not where or how. Credit James Hill for The New York Times
SEPT. 21, 2014 By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and ALEXANDRA ODYNOVASEPT,
The New York Times. Andrew Roth contributed reporting from Moscow. [Excerpts]
SELIZOVO, Russia —
In a far corner of a small cemetery outside this tiny village by the Oka River, a black flag
proclaiming the military might of Russia’s tank forces ripples in the wind above the
recently dug grave of Sgt. Vladislav A. Barakov.
A photograph of the baby-faced soldier in full dress uniform sits propped against a
wooden cross with a small plaque that says he died on Aug. 24. He was 21.
What the plaque does not say — and what no one wants to talk about — is how
and where the young sergeant died: blown up in a tank while sent to fight in
eastern Ukraine, where Russia’s leaders have denied any role other than as
facilitators of peace.
Sergeant Barakov, who served in Russia’s Sixth Tank Brigade, was one of dozens —
some say hundreds — of Russian soldiers killed in action this summer.

Their bodies have been returned in recent weeks to loved ones who in many
cases had no idea where they were sent to fight, have received little information
about how they died and, in any event, are being pressured not to talk about it.
Some families have even been threatened with losing any compensation if they
do.
“We are just ordinary people,” Sergeant Barakov’s uncle, who declined to give his name,
said in a clipped reply when asked for details of his nephew’s death. “You have more
ways of finding out than we do.”
Much of the information about regular Russian troops in Ukraine has come from
soldiers themselves — posting about their deployments on social media, as well
as about the deaths of comrades fighting there.
Yet even as the Kremlin’s official line has crumbled, with at least three online
databases charting Russian soldiers killed or wounded in Ukraine, efforts to
sustain the cover-up have persisted.
On Thursday, a BBC television crew was attacked in the southern Russian city of
Astrakhan after interviewing the family of a soldier who died in Ukraine.
“Apparently there is an unspoken order to deny losses and hide graves,” said Lev
Shlosberg, a regional lawmaker who was beaten and hospitalized last month after
he began documenting the deaths of soldiers who were based in Pskov.
The city, in northwest Russia, is home to a celebrated unit, the 76th Guards Air Assault
Division.
“Many of those funerals have been held either at dawn or early in the morning so
that only few would see them,” adding shame to the grief and heartbreak of
military families, Mr. Shlosberg said.
“They are ready to go to war,” he said of the service members. “But secret
funerals humiliate them.”
Mr. Shlosberg has published a list of 12 soldiers from the local base who were killed in
Ukraine but said he believed there were hundreds more.
He said revealing the truth would help end the conflict. “The only goal is to stop
this war,” Mr. Shlosberg said.
Already, the deaths have forced the Kremlin to adjust its message, and officials now
acknowledge that some Russian “volunteers” went to Ukraine.
The soldiers’ bodies are also providing a much fuller picture of Russia’s military
intervention on behalf of pro-Russian separatists fighting the Ukrainian government.
The dead served not just in elite special forces, like those who led the incursion in
Crimea, but also in paratrooper and air defense units, motorized rifle brigades, armored

brigades and infantry units — representing the breadth and depth of the Russian
military.
Last month, their stories began to appear online, posted by fellow soldiers,
relatives and friends.
In some cases, soldiers stopped calling home, prompting families to reach out to
advocacy groups such as Soldiers’ Mothers, founded during the Soviet war in
Afghanistan.
With little official information, Yelena Vasilyeva, a political and environmental activist,
created a Facebook group as a clearinghouse.
“It’s not possible to get official information,” Ms. Vasilyeva said. “This war is officially
undeclared.”
A Ukrainian computer programmer, who would give his name only as Vladimir, said he
had created lostivan.com, a searchable database, after seeing that information about
Russian fighters in eastern Ukraine was quickly disappearing from social networking
sites.
“The purpose of this site is to show the world evidence of how Putin’s regime
began open war with Ukraine,” Vladimir said, referring to the Russian president,
Vladimir V. Putin. “I receive most of the information from a mothers’ committee,
plus relatives,” he said. “People in Russia don’t want to talk about it openly.”
Dead bodies began undermining the Kremlin’s official line in early June when a first load
of corpses of Russian citizens who had volunteered to fight in Ukraine was carried back
in a large white truck, marked with red crosses and a huge “200” scrawled on the sides.
The reference was to “Cargo 200,” a phrase that originally referred to the weight of zinc
coffins used to bring dead soldiers home from Afghanistan but now applies generally to
military casualties.
The trip was chronicled in detail by Maria Turchenkova, a Russian photographer, who
was part of a small group of journalists that followed the truck.
The Russian government’s denials became even harder to sustain in August, as fighting
intensified and regular Russian troops were deployed to save the rebels from defeat.
One of those units was Sergeant Barakov’s Sixth Tank Brigade, which is normally based
in Mulino, 225 miles east of Moscow.
On Aug. 15, when the brigade was ordered to the Ukrainian border, one soldier,
Sergey Rusakov, posted the news on his page on Vkontakte, Russia’s Facebook,
with an expletive and a reference to quitting.
The next week, the unit was part of a convoy sent into Ukraine, and on Aug. 24 — the
same day Sergeant Barakov was killed — a Ukrainian military spokesman, Andriy Ly

Sergeant Barakov’s family was told he had been killed during training, said his brother,
Aleksandr, right, at home with their uncle. Credit James Hill for The New York Times

Since then, other soldiers from the Sixth Tank Brigade, Mr. Rusakov and Dmitry
Yermakov, were also reported killed.
Here in Selizovo, a tiny village 180 miles southeast of Moscow, residents all seemed to
know about Sergeant Barakov’s death, but details were hazy.
His older brother, Aleksandr, said the family had been told that Sergeant Barakov
was killed in a training exercise.
Standing outside the family’s home on Oktyabrskaya Street, Aleksandr said his brother
had been “a positive guy” who had wanted to serve in the army since childhood and
enlisted voluntarily, but who also loved to cook and had trained to become a chef.
Aleksandr Barakov said the family had been given no details, but he insisted that his
brother had never been in Ukraine.
Dmitry Gorbachyov, another soldier in the Sixth Tank Brigade, who posted photos
of Sergeant Barakov and Mr. Rusakov on Vkontakte, contradicted that.
“This horrible war took you,” Mr. Gorbachyov wrote. “But you will always be in
our hearts.”
Anna Filkina, who was in the same class in school with Sergeant Barakov through
childhood, said she had heard that he was killed by Ukrainian mortar fire on the Russian
side of the border. The Russian government, which has complained of errant artillery,
never reported such casualties.

Ms. Filkina said most of the boys she had grown up with had gone on to military
service, leaving a village that at its center has a single grocery store and a
memorial to soldiers killed in World War II.
“No one is forgotten,” it says.
“Nothing is forgotten.”
At the cemetery, a short drive away, a cup of tea, a spoon and a cigarette were left on
the ground near Sergeant Barakov’s grave. It was surrounded by flower arrangements,
each with a ribbon: from brothers; from girlfriends; from family; to grandson.
Mr. Shlosberg, the lawmaker from Pskov, said many families of dead soldiers did
not see a point to further investigation.
“They don’t care,” he said. “For them, the war is over.”

FORWARD OBSERVATIONS

“At a time like this, scorching irony, not convincing argument, is needed. Oh had
I the ability, and could reach the nation’s ear, I would, pour out a fiery stream of
biting ridicule, blasting reproach, withering sarcasm, and stern rebuke.
“For it is not light that is needed, but fire; it is not the gentle shower, but thunder.

“We need the storm, the whirlwind, and the earthquake.”
“The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they
oppose.”
Frederick Douglass, 1852

Yankee Go Home

Photo by Mike Hastie
From: Mike Hastie
To: Military Resistance Newsletter
Sent: October 15, 2014
Subject: Yankee Go Home

Yankee Go Home
The United States Empire sucking up natural resources
all over the world through war after war after war.
"For The Love of Money Is The Root of All Evil."
Go home America, and leave the world alone.
Mike Hastie
Army Medic Vietnam
October 14, 2014
I did not serve in Vietnam for the cause of freedom.
I served U.S. corporations in Vietnam for the cause
of Wall Street brutality. When the rich and the privileged
in America start sending their kids to war,
I’ll start believing in noble causes.
Mike Hastie
In memory of Jacob George
Afghanistan Veteran 3 tours
He did not die in country,
but as a result of being there.
Photo and caption from the portfolio of Mike Hastie, US Army Medic, Vietnam
1970-71. (For more of his outstanding work, contact at:
(hastiemike@earthlink.net) T)
One day while I was in a bunker in Vietnam, a sniper round went over my head.
The person who fired that weapon was not a terrorist, a rebel, an extremist, or a
so-called insurgent. The Vietnamese individual who tried to kill me was a citizen
of Vietnam, who did not want me in his country. This truth escapes millions.
Mike Hastie
U.S. Army Medic
Vietnam 1970-71
December 13, 2004

Accusing Hong Kong Activists
Of Being Tools Of US Policy Is
Both Ignorant And Dangerous:
Lying Filth Libel A Democracy
Movement And Its Activists;

“Representatives Of The Various ProDemocracy Parties Have The
Overwhelming Support Of Hong
Kong Residents”
“It A Kind Of Western Arrogance To
Suggest That A Moment Like This Must
Be The Creation Of US Imperialism And
Its Agents”
10/04/2014 by Dave Lindorff, This Can’t Be Happening! [Excerpts]
DAVE LINDORFF was a correspondent for Business Week in the magazine’s Hong
Kong bureau for five years, from 1992-1997. He has a degree in Chinese language from
Wesleyan University, and lived for a year in Shanghai. A member of
ThisCantBeHappening, his work, and that of colleagues JOHN GRANT, GARY
LINDORFF, ALFREDO LOPEZ, LORI SPENCER, LINN WASHINGTON, JR. and the
late CHARLES M. YOUNG, can be found at www.thiscantbehappening.net
**********************************************************************************
A number of progressive and left-leaning writers in the US have jumped on a report by
Wikileaks that the neo-con dominated National Endowment for Democracy (NED) and
various other US-government linked organizations with a history of subversion and
sowing discord abroad are operating in Hong Kong and on that basis are making the
leap of “logic” that the democracy protests in Hong Kong must therefore be a creation of
US policy-makers.
As a progressive, Chinese-fluent journalist who has spent years working in China and
especially Hong Kong, and who has spent decades exposing the secret workings of US
agencies and their network of fake NGOs in support of US empire, as well as their antidemocratic activities here in the US, I can understand why people might be suspicious,
but I want to explain that Hong Kong is not Ukraine or even Venezuela or Brazil.
Long a colony of Great Britain, Hong Kong has a more than century-long tradition
of people fighting for their freedom and for the right to have a government elected
by themselves, and not simply appointed to rule over them.
Especially in the years of the 1960s-’90s, as the time drew ever closer when the
British would have to leave and an increasingly powerful and assertive China
would assume sovereignty over this British colony, they won freedom of speech,
press, religion, assembly and a legal system that largely protected them from
arbitrary arrest and detention without charge.

They even won a small degree of democratic power, as the British agreed grudgingly to
allow a minority of the seats in the city’s Legislative Council (Legco) to be elected by
popular vote by district. Britain did not, right up to the handover of sovereignty to China
in July 1997, allow Hong Kongers to elect the city’s “mayor,” known as Governor, who
remained a crown appointee of the UK right to the lowering of the Union Jack.
But because of the militant demands of Hong Kong people, who regularly took to
the streets en masse to demand that freedom and democracy both be not just
protected but expanded after the handover, China was forced -- by its need to
reassure foreign investors and companies that political stability and rule of law
would be continued in Hong Kong under Chinese rule -- to grant those demands.
Thus the Basic Law that governs the relationship between China and what is now called
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, assures the democratic election by
popular vote of 40 of Legco’s 70 seats (the remainder are “elected” or chosen by various
occupational sectors like law, banking, etc.).
The Basic Law also guarantees the continuation of the key freedoms won by Hong Kong
people: speech, press, religion, assembly, etc., including labor rights like the right to join
unions and to strike.
Significantly, nearly all of the elected seats in Legco have been won repeatedly by
representatives of the various pro-democracy parties, which have the
overwhelming support of Hong Kong residents.
I give this history to make it clear that there is a multigenerational history of struggling for
and defending individual rights and of fighting for democratic rights in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong people are not new to this stuff, and as an educated population with
access to a world of information in their open media and wide open internet, they
are not a population that is readily susceptible to the kind of manipulation and
subversion practiced typically by the likes of the NED.
Certainly in a time like this, the NED, USAID (and the CIA), could be expected to try to
gain some influence. Why not?
But saying that they are active in Hong Kong and trying to have influence is a far
cry from saying they are “behind” the protests or that they have “orchestrated”
the protests.
Those who make this leap are, I believe, exhibiting unintentionally an attitude of
Western cultural superiority that assumes that “We Americans” are smart enough
to see this kind of subversion, but Hong Kong people wouldn’t notice how they
are being used.
The ill-informed attacks in the alternative media on Hong Kong’s democracy protests,
claiming on flimsy grounds that it is a creature of the US state department and CIA, are
both wrong and dangerous to activists in Hong Kong, who are part of a century-long
struggle for liberty in the former British colony.

To suggest, for example, that long-tested leaders of Hong Kong’s democracy movement
like Martin Lee Chu Ming, Emily Lau, or labor and democracy activist Lee Cheuk Yan,
are “in bed with” the NED because they might have attended some NED event or that
17-year-old student protest leader Joshua Wong Chi-fung is working for the US because
he and his father allegedly once visited the US Consulate in Hong Kong, is both
nonsense, and the height of imperial-minded arrogance.
Lee, Lau and Lee are virtually the MLK, Mother Jones and Cesar Chavez of the Hong
Kong freedom struggle and worked at great personal sacrifice to win more freedom and
local control from the British long before China was in charge of the territory!
And Wong, despite his tender years, clearly has courage and a mind of his own.
Visiting the US Consulate is a commonplace event in Hong Kong, and that action
signifies nothing. (By the way, what are the odds the NED or CIA would opt to go with a
17-year-old kid to organize this massive protest? Seriously? That’s about as likely as
that the International Muslim Conspiracy to Create a Sharia Law America would have
selected a young Kenyan-born black child as their vehicle to become their Manchuriancandidate president and then subvert the US.
The truth is this kid, who won his organizing spurs at 14 opposing a politically-guided
Hong Kong history curriculum, has won his current surprising position of influence
through conviction, intellect, guts and charisma.)
Clearly, the agents of US imperialism are tireless -- and utterly without principle, as using
journalists was barred by law -- in their efforts to use people.
Equally clearly, outfits like the NED or NDI are going to try to take advantage of
movements like the current one in Hong Kong to make trouble for a country like China
that is viewed as a US enemy, opponent or rival. But the mere fact that such efforts are
made does not mean that they succeed. (Such organizations, remember, have an
interest in exaggerating their own impact.)
Particularly where there is an educated, well informed populace as in Hong Kong,
and/or where there is a long tradition of popular movements in defense of liberty,
as is also the case in Hong Kong, it a kind of Western arrogance to suggest that a
moment like this must be the creation of US imperialism and its agents.
I find the gullibility of journalists and bloggers who glibly make such charges -- most of
whom have little if any knowledge of Hong Kong and its history of struggle -- and the
gullibility of some readers, who all to quickly are ready to believe the wildest of
conspiracy claims on the flimsiest of evidence, disappointing and disturbing.
The truth is, American activists have a lot to learn from activists in Hong Kong.
I’m not saying that the NED, CIA, USAID and other such organizations should not be
exposed for their efforts to infiltrate movements, and to try to sow chaos in Hong Kong
and around the globe.
But those who exaggerate the impact of such agencies, as some writers are doing
in this instance, pose a threat to the people of Hong Kong.

Beijing wants to claim that all protests in Hong Kong are the work of subversives
and US imperialism, and those in the US who are saying that same thing are
making China’s task easier.
What we on the left who oppose US empire should be doing is not undermining
the indigenous activists in Hong Kong in their long and continuing struggle to
defend and expand their liberty and autonomy, but rather working to insist that
the US government and its secretive agencies of imperialism butt out of Hong
Kong.

DO YOU HAVE A FRIEND OR RELATIVE IN THE
MILITARY?

U.S. soldier in Beijia village Iraq, Feb. 4, 2008. (AP Photo/Maya Alleruzzo)

Forward Military Resistance along, or send us the email address if you
wish and we’ll send it regularly with your best wishes. Whether in
Afghanistan or at a base in the USA, this is extra important for your service
friend, too often cut off from access to encouraging news of growing
resistance to injustices, inside the armed services and at home. Send
email requests to address up top or write to: Military Resistance, Box 126,
2576 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10025-5657.

Shut It Down
From: Dennis Serdel
To: Military Resistance Newsletter

Sent: October 11, 2013
Subject: Shut It Down
Written by Dennis Serdel, Vietnam 1967-68 (one tour) Light Infantry, Americal Div. 11th
Brigade; United Auto Workers GM Retiree
****************************************************************
Shut It Down
There are many men at the VA door
that is locked
finger nail scratches & blood
runs down the door
& all of them want to kill themselves
and need help
until a shadow opens the door
& gives each man a loaded pistol
and tells them to go away
as the bloody door closes.
Marie, a Military Wife takes her 3 children
to the Commissary on base
where food & supplies are cheap
only to find it is closed
while her husband is fighting overseas
in a war for some reason
that she doesn’t understand
what for & talk is the next payment
could be late or not there at all
so he is fighting for nothing.
WWII Soldiers fly to DC to see
their Memorial that is closed
Democrats & Republicans rush together
to cut the ribbon saying Closed
shaking hands of War while back
at Congress they then work as
Repubcrats to cut VA Disability payments
Social Security that they fought for
as the Demopubs stab the Veterans
in their backs with an icepick
with government cold hands
so they die too and used as Yes men
for other Wars dead or alive
Now the government fire Soldiers
& gut the GI Bill, if you want a house
go build it yourself
or live in a rundown apartment
working for Walmart
then try to go to College
with an old car that needs tires
& guzzles gasoline.

All Veterans are a hassle
why can’t they just fight & go away.
Now they backlog some PTSD
so they are given powerful scripts
so at best they will OD & go away
The US Empire Kills more X-Soldier
Veterans & Soldiers than the Taliban
or foreign enemy.
Bob rips off the bumper sticker on
his truck that says “I am a Proud Father
of a Son in the Army.” His son
was just killed in Afghanistan,
The American Dream for the Soldiers
is no more because it is
an American Holocaust
that the Soldiers need to shut down.

Shock Poetry written by Dennis Serdel for Military Resistance

Marines Arrive In Liberia To Gather
Blankets For Syrian Rebels

October 16, 2014 by Lee Ho Fuk, The Duffle Blog. Duffel Blog intrepid reporter Epic
Blunder contributed to this article.
MONROVIA, Liberia — About 100 Marines with Marine Air-Ground Task Force Crisis
Response Africa have arrived in Monrovia to join the fight against the Ebola virus ahead
of Army troops who will arrive later this month.
Dubbed Operation Firewater, their mission will be to gather blankets, pillows, and bed
pans to provide interim resupply to Syrian rebels currently embroiled in combat

operations with ISIS forces throughout their region of conflict, according to Pentagon
spokesman Gen. Jeffery Amherst.
The Pentagon wants to continue sending humanitarian aid to the rebels in the hope they
will soon be capable of routing the self-proclaimed Islamic State in conjunction with
ongoing airstrikes. Simultaneously, American troops will support Liberian health care
efforts by providing logistical support in removing infected materials and by constructing
new medical facilities.
“This is all part of a complex operation in support of crises in both regions,” said
Amherst. “We don’t want either threat to spread to the United States and infect our
young people with pathogens or propaganda.”
While unable to determine exactly where the logistical aid would be sent, Amherst did
confirm regional commanders would use a vetting system to determine which opposition
forces will get the Liberian resupply.
The process would include the help of “regional partners” to help resupply critical areas
like the city of Raqqa.
“Anyone can ship arms to local fighters,” Amherst said.
”But when it starts getting a little chilly during the campaign, those rebels will gratefully
swaddle themselves in a warm, fuzzy blanket born of pure American goodwill.”

Comment Unnecessary

ANNIVERSARIES

October 18, 1648:
Americans Organize For Self-Defense

Carl Bunin Peace History October 15-21
The Shoemakers Guild of Boston became the first labor union in the American colonies.
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Police Pleasantly Surprised To Learn
Man They Shot Was Armed

Oct 14, 2014 The Onion

LEXINGTON, KY — Following a pedestrian stop Monday night during which they fired
their weapons on a suspicious individual, patrol officers for the Fayette County Police
Department were pleasantly surprised to discover the man they shot was armed,
sources confirmed.
“Well, what do you know—he really was carrying a gun,” said officer Dustin Hayes,
smiling upon finding a 9mm pistol on the body of the 23-year-old individual shortly after
the policeman and his partner discharged their firearms a total of 19 times.
“I honestly had no idea if he had a handgun, so it’s pretty great to find one right there
tucked into his waistband. This makes the rest of our week a whole lot easier.” Officers
said they were further relieved after discovering the man had a petty theft charge on his
record, ensuring they were 100 percent off the hook.

OCCUPATION PALESTINE

Zionist Settlers Set Fire To Mosque
Near Nablus:
“Settlers Broke The Doors And Windows
And Vandalized The Interior With Racist
Slogans”
14/10/2014 Ma’an
NABLUS -- Israeli settlers set fire to a mosque in the Nablus-area village of Aqraba
overnight, locals said.
Ghassan Daghlas, a Palestinian official who monitors settlement activity, told Ma’an that
a group of settlers broke the doors and windows of the Abu Baker al-Saddiq mosque
and vandalized the interior with racist slogans.
The settlers then set fire to part of the mosque before being chased away by Palestinian
villagers.
Locals managed to extinguish the fire and prevent it from burning down the whole
mosque.
In Jan. 2014, settlers torched a mosque in Salfit and sprayed "Arabs out!" on the
building.

Settlers in the occupied West Bank attack Palestinians and their property routinely yet
rarely face prosecution by Israeli authorities.
To check out what life is like under a murderous military occupation commanded
by foreign terrorists, check out:
http://www.palestinechronicle.com/
The occupied nation is Palestine. The foreign terrorists call themselves “Israeli.”
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